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INTRODUCTION 
We agree strongly with Smolin (2006) on the following three points: The foundational problems 
of quantum mechanics probably constitute “the most serious problem facing modern science,” 
this problem “is unlikely to be solved in isolation; instead, the solution will probably emerge as 
we make progress on the greater effort to unify physics,” and “the key to unification will be the 
nature of time.” As evidenced by the essays and responses thereto on this website, readers in this 
forum don’t need to be told that the nature of time already bears prominently on the unification of 
physics or, at very least, its quantum gravity programs. Thus, we will not bother rehashing the so-
called “problems of time” which bear on quantum gravity (QG), rather we will use our 5,000 
words to outline the nature of time in our proposed solution to “the most serious problem of 
modern science” and the unification of physics.  
 

THE RBW INTERPRETATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICS 
We did not formulate our interpretation of non-relativistic quantum mechanics (QM) to unify 
physics but, just as Smolin suggests, our Relational Blockworld (RBW) interpretation of quantum 
mechanics (Stuckey et al., 2008; Silberstein et al., 2007 & 2008) turns out to be inextricably 
linked to a new quantum gravity paradigm. Therefore, in order to ‘finish’ the interpretation, we’re 
forced to begin considering and articulating a formalism fundamental to QM, quantum field 
theory (QFT) and classical physics which captures the spirit of RBW. We’re probably beyond our 
depth, but if nothing else, we do have something truly different to offer. And, some of our views 
resonate strongly with certain others of greater caliber minds, so perhaps we’re all on the right 
track. 

In order to place RBW into a particular spectrum of QM interpretations, consider the 
various responses to the following question: QM’s formalism requires a configuration space 
(Hilbert space) whose dimension can be (much) greater than three  so how do we visualize QM 
processes in (3+1)-dimensional spacetime? The answers to this question span the spectrum from 
the many worlds interpretations, who believe at bottom there is only the unitary evolution of the 
universal wave function so spacetime has the same dimension as configuration space despite 
appearances otherwise, through the Bohmians, who assume particles with definite positions 
moving in 3-space which are governed by waves obeying information from higher-dimensional 
configuration space, to the retrocausation camp, who reduce configuration space to 3-space by 
allowing for information to flow time-like from future experimental outcomes to the initial 
experimental configuration. RBW falls into this last camp, but only in a highly qualified sense. 
As will become clear, rather than retrocausal or retrodynamical, RBW is acausal and adynamical. 

The RBW approach is radically ‘adynamical’ because we take seriously, from a 
metaphysical and methodological standpoint, the adynamical nature of a blockworld perspective. 
The following quote conveys nicely what we mean by the adynamical nature of the blockworld 
perspective (Geroch, 1978): 
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There is no dynamics within space-time itself: nothing ever moves therein; nothing 
happens; nothing changes. In particular, one does not think of particles as moving 
through space-time, or as following along their world-lines. Rather, particles are just 
in space-time, once and for all, and the world-line represents, all at once, the 
complete life history of the particle.  

 
When Geroch says that “there is no dynamics within space-time itself,” he is not denying that the 
mosaic of the blockworld (BW) possesses patterns that can be described with dynamical laws. 
Nor is he denying the predictive and explanatory value of such laws. Rather, given the reality of 
all events in a blockworld, dynamics are not “event factories” that bring heretofore non-existent 
events (such as measurement outcomes) into being. Dynamical laws (even fundamental ones) are 
not brute unexplained explainers that “produce” events. Geroch is advocating for what 
philosophers call Humeanism about laws. Namely, the claim is that dynamical laws are 
descriptions of regularities and not the brute explanation for such regularities; laws are not 
expressions of necessity in nature. His point is that in a blockworld, Humeanism about laws is an 
obvious position to take because everything is just “there” from a “God’s eye” (Archimedean) 
point of view1. That is, all events past, present and future are equally “real” in a blockworld.  

In order to avoid trivializing the BW explanation (e.g., quantum measurement outcomes 
are just ‘there’ in a BW), other BW inspired interpretations of QM invoke clever devices such as 
time-like backwards (retro) causation (Price, 1996), advanced action (Cramer, 1986) and the two-
vector formalism (Aharonov et al., 1964; Elitzur & Vaidman, 1993). Do these beautiful and 
clever devices really avoid the charge of triviality? Such explanations are no less dynamical than 
standard quantum mechanics, which is puzzling given that the original BW motivation for such 
accounts lacks absolute change and becoming. As far we know, only Cramer speaks to this 
worry. Cramer (1986) notes that the backwards-causal elements of his theory are “only a 
pedagogical convention,” and that in fact “the process is atemporal.” Backwards causation 
quantum mechanics and the like, even having acknowledged the potential explanatory importance 
of BW, have not gone far enough in their atemporal, acausal and adynamical thinking (Silberstein 
et al., 2008). Whereas such accounts are willing to think backwardly, temporally speaking, it is 
still essentially dynamical, temporal thinking. Even the great champion of retrocausation Huw 
Price admits that in a BW all such talk of causation is “perspectival” from an absolute 
perspective. Thus, we take seriously the search for truly adynamical and acausal explanations of 
QM and other phenomena. 

In fact, RBW invokes adynamical global constraints to explain EPR correlations and 
related phenomena. Attempting to explain all QM phenomena via dynamism precludes certain 
unique blockworld explanations rendered by RBW (e.g., Quantum Liar Experiment in Stuckey et 
al., 2008). Thus, the dynamical perspective (even the retro one) is overly constrained because it 
constitutes only a proper subset of all possible BW-compatible explanations; dynamical reality is 
only a proper subset of a spatiotemporally contextual reality given globally and some QM 
phenomena are “mysterious” simply because they’re not elements of that dynamical subset. RBW 
rejects any kind of common-cause principle, i.e., the claim that every systematic quantum 
correlation between events is due to a cause that they share whether in the past or future. 
Furthermore, QM detector clicks are not evidence of microscopic dynamical/diachronic entities 
(with “thusness” as Einstein would say) propagating through space and impinging on the detector. 
Rather, detector clicks evidence rarefied subsets of geometric relations comprising the source, 
detector, beam splitters, mirrors, etc. in the entire worldtube of the experimental arrangement 
from initiation to outcomes (as in the case of entanglement), in an “all at once” fashion.  

                                                 
1 Caveat: An important difference between the conventional blockworld and our relational blockworld is 
the absence of a “God’s eye point of view” in the latter. As we will show, this motivates an ontology that is 
neither completely timeless, nor completely without becoming. 
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RBW is so named precisely because relations not relata are the fundamentals (as we 
express graph theoretically in Stuckey et al., 2008) and because our account is foundationally 
adynamical in that BW is essential to the story (the deepest explanation for quantum phenomena 
is not Schrödinger dynamics, i.e., we take the entire history of a system as the explanans and 
explanandum via acausal global determination relations). According to RBW, the ontology of 
dynamical entities (trans-temporal things, objects, etc.) obeying dynamical laws is not 
fundamental, but rather emergent. Suffice it to say that our adynamical approach combined with 
relations as fundamental to things allows us a view that while non-separable, upholds locality in 
the sense that there is no action at a distance, no instantaneous dynamical or causal connection 
between space-like separated events and there are no space-like worldlines. Thus, RBW resolves 
the measurement problem and preserves locality with a non-separable geometric ontology of 
relations. 

More specifically, in Stuckey et al. (2008) we show the density operator of an 
experimental configuration can be obtained from the “past, present and future” of the entire 
spatiotemporal configuration a la the spacetime symmetries of the experimental set-up: from the 
initiation of the experiment to its outcomes (as is clear also, for example, in our path integral 
formalism). With this ontology of spatiotemporal relations, the matter-geometry dualism has been 
collapsed such that both “object” and “influence” reduce to spacetime relations for the purposes 
of modeling QM. In our path integral approach, for example, “entanglement” is seen as correlated 
outcomes in an “all at once” description of the experiment per the symmetries of the action 
(Stuckey et al. and Silberstein et al., 2008). What it means to “explain” a phenomenon in this 
context is to provide the distribution of spacetime events per the spacetime symmetries relevant to 
the experimental configuration, so RBW constitutes a global, acausal and adynamical 
characterization of entanglement. With this overview of the RBW account of QM as background, 
perhaps the reader can now appreciate that an adynamical and relational blockworld might be 
constructed from a more fundamental adynamical theory2. 

 
RBW: A NEW APPROACH TO UNIFICATION AND A NEW CONCEPTION OF TIME 
In order to render a BW explanation nontrivial, a fundamental algorithm for the relevant BW 
construction must be provided. In our case, we argue for and propose a self-consistency criterion 
(SCC) at the bottom of this algorithm. Thus, the answer to “Why did event X follow events Y and 
Z?” is not merely, “Because X is already ‘there’ in the future of Y and Z per the blockworld,” but 
as we will illustrate, “Because this must be the spatiotemporal relationship of X, Y and Z in the 
blockworld per the self-consistent definition of the entities involved in events X, Y and Z.” BW 
descriptions are not limited to the depiction of dynamical/causal phenomena, so they are not 
constrained to dynamical/causal storytelling.  

Exactly how our SCC provides a self-evident basis for our approach to unification will be 
seen in the construct of a discrete action, but we already have an ideal example in Einstein’s 
equations of general relativity (GR). Momentum, force and energy all depend on spatiotemporal 
measurements (tacit or explicit), so the stress-energy tensor cannot be constructed without tacit or 
explicit knowledge of the spacetime metric (technically, the stress-energy tensor can be written as 
the functional derivative of the matter-energy Lagrangian with respect to the metric). But, if one 
wants a ‘dynamic’ spacetime in the parlance of GR, the spacetime metric must depend on the 
matter-energy distribution in spacetime. GR solves this dilemma by demanding the stress-energy 
tensor be ‘consistent’ with the spacetime metric per Einstein’s equations. This self-consistency 
hinges on divergence-free sources, which finds a mathematical counterpart in the topological 
maxim, “the boundary of a boundary is zero” (Misner et al., 1973). So, Einstein’s equations of 
GR provide an example of an SCC. In fact, our SCC is based on the same maxim for the same 
reason, as are quantum and classical electromagnetism (Misner et al., 1973; Wise, 2006), and it is 
                                                 
2 This is an important difference between RBW and other graph theoretical approaches such as Smolin’s. 
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our counterpart to “quasiseparability” per Albrecht and Iglesias (2008), i.e., the existence of 
‘things’ suffices to break the symmetry of an otherwise ambiguous solution space and provide a 
unique set of laws for our universe. 

One may be wondering, if the fundamental theory is adynamical according to RBW, then 
how are time, space and matter related at the fundamental level? What do these concepts even 
mean? And, how can QM, QFT and GR be derived if not via some sort of dynamical process? 
Consider the following comparisons of how time, space and matter are standardly related in the 
key theories at the foundations of physics: 1) time, space and matter are mutually distinct (QM); 
2) space and time are merged into spacetime of special relativity (SR) but not effecting or 
effected by matter (QFT); 3) space and time are merged into spacetime co-effected by matter 
(GR). Indeed, one of the major problems of time in quantum gravity (QG) is reconciling the very 
different concepts of time as found in QM and QFT on the one hand and the spacetime of GR on 
the other. This tension is fully reified in the radical timelessness of the Wheeler-Dewitt equation. 
According to Smolin’s taxonomy there are only the following possibilities when it comes to 
explaining time: it’s emergent in some limit a la string-theory, it’s an illusion a la 
Barbour/Wheeler-Dewitt or it’s fundamental a la Smolin’s new Heraclitean evolving laws 
approach.  

RBW offers a fourth possibility regarding the nature of time, i.e., time as part of a 
fundamental (pregeometric) regime wherein the notions of space, time and matter are co-defined 
and co-determining such that we ultimately speak of RaumZeitMaterie3. This marriage of space, 
time and matter exceeds that of GR, which allows spacetime to exist in the absence of matter 
(vacuum solutions). This full-fledged integration of these concepts resonates with Finkelstein 
(2001) and accordingly, we understand GR’s vacuum solutions are approximations strictly valid 
only when a small, divergence-free stress-energy tensor has been added along the curve in 
question (which resolves conflicts pertaining to GR’s closed time-like curves, for example).  

One might perceive a certain tension in the combination of relationalism and the BW 
perspective. After all, nothing seems more absolute than the BW viewed as a whole (from a 
God’s eye point of view), hence the Archimedean metaphor. However, the manner by which the 
self-consistency criterion eliminates matter/geometry dualism inextricably mingles time, space 
and ‘things’ such that time is not autonomously fundamental, i.e., even at the fundamental level 
of so-called quantum gravity time is not a standalone concept that can be discussed without 
explicit reference to ‘things’ and space. This view of time and the resulting relationalism at higher 
scales negates many standard dichotomies, e.g., classical blockworld versus presentism (only the 
present exists) or timelessness versus change, per Smolin’s taxonomy. In short, one must never 
forget that while RBW is a blockworld in the sense that all events are equally real, it is a 
relational blockworld from bottom to top so there is no meaning to a God’s eye perspective, i.e., 
any beings observing the BW must be a part of it. This will prove to have profound implications 
for the problems of time, as well shall see. 

 
THE PROPOSED UNIFICATION FORMALISM 

We now provide a brief outline of our mathematical articulation of RaumZeitMaterie. The value 
of this approach is conceptual, if not analytical, in that it provides a basis for visualizing the 
fundamental role played by time in going from pregeometry to QM, QFT and GR, and it 
illustrates a relational, “all at once” model of reality fundamental to that of dynamism. The reader 
need not follow the details of the formalism to appreciate the manner in which time, space and 
objecthood are being co-defined, but the formalism is accessible to advanced undergraduate 
physics majors. If you don’t understand a particular technical statement, you can ignore the 

                                                 
3 Borrowing from Weyl (1952) and removing the hyphen as with space-time  spacetime, we have 
RaumZeitMaterie, literally “spacetimematter.”  
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statement and continue reading, you will still get the gist of the picture. If you’re interested in 
understanding the technical details, you can read them in quant-ph/0712-2778. 

Essentially, we propose using a discrete path integral approach on graphs since this has 
already been shown to provide an excellent mathematics for the construct of a discrete basis to 
quantum physics (e.g., Markopoulou & Smolin, 2004). The manner by which our story 
underwrites physics as currently practiced is conceptually simple – we obtain three limiting cases 
roughly corresponding to each of QM, QFT and GR. The first limiting case is Δt  0 to form 
rarefied collections of worldlines for “sources4” while keeping these sources located discretely in 
space (QM). The second limiting case is Δt  0 and 0→Δxr while maintaining a rarefied 
collection of sources (QFT). The third limiting case is Δt  0 and 0→Δxr while allowing for a 
dense distribution of sources (classical physics). This scenario is depicted in Figure 1. In a 
nutshell, that’s how the proposed formalism for RBW makes correspondence with higher-level 
physical theories.  

So, why isn’t this just a discrete approximation to physics? The process by which one 
produces a temporally continuous action from a spatiotemporally discrete action (produces QM, 
QFT or classical physics from the pregeometric regime) illustrates the fundamentality of relations 
and requires explicit trans-temporal identification. Currently, the act of trans-temporal 
identification fundamental to the construct of dynamic entities is not articulated in physics, i.e., 
diachronic entities are “put in by hand.” Consequently, we believe the articulation of the 
otherwise tacit construct of dynamical/diachronic entities has a mathematical counterpart 
fundamental to the action, which is in accord with Toffoli’s belief that there exists a mathematical 
tautology fundamental to the action (Toffoli, 2003):  

 
Rather, the motivation is that principles of great generality must be by their very nature 
trivial, that is, expressions of broad tautological identities. If the principle of least action, 
which is so general, still looks somewhat mysterious, that means we still do not 
understand what it is really an expression of—what it is trying to tell us. 

 
As we will see, the mathematical tautology from which we propose constructing the discrete 
action is “the boundary of a boundary is zero,” which is already employed widely in physics to 
ensure the consistency of divergence-free sources with their relevant fields. Therefore, we are 
proposing a discrete formalism fundamental to the construct of the action, so ours is not merely a 
discrete approximation to physics. How do we propose to underwrite the action? 

We use our graphical approach to generate the ‘kernel’  of a discrete transition 
amplitude5, Z, for sources without scattering, i.e.,  

∫∫
∞

∞−

∞

∞−
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ⋅+⋅⋅= QJiQAQidQdQZ N

rrrrrr

2
exp...... 1           (1) 

(Zee, 2003). The matrix A
rr

 is the spatiotemporally discrete form of the differential operator in the 
action while J

v
is the spatiotemporally discrete form of the “sources.” Z can be viewed as a 

measure of the “symmetry” contained in its ‘kernel’ or what we will call its actional  

JA
vvv

+=Σ
2
1       (2) 

                                                 
4 In the parlance of quantum field theory, particles are created at one “source,” then move through space 
where they are annihilated at another “source,” a.k.a. “sink.” 
5 For the reader without experience in QFT, Z is squared to find the probability that something will happen, 
i.e., that one ‘state’ will evolve to another. Of course, we’re taking an adynamical BW view so our 
interpretation of Z differs from that of the dynamically-based QFT, as we will soon explain. 
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(tensors “added to” vectors in the sense of Clifford algebra). Σ yields the discrete action after 
operating on a particular vector Q

r
, just as plugging a different path x(t) into the Lagrangian 

produces a different action. Thus, the action is the range of Σ and it is Σ, not the action, that 
represents a fundamental, invariant description of the experimental arrangement in the 
computation of Z. For this reason, we call Z the symmetry amplitude of the spatiotemporal 
experimental configuration (to include the outcomes) represented by Σ. [Technically, classical 
physics emerges from the computation of Z a la lattice gauge theory  quantum field theory  
classical physics.] 

Of interest here are the ontological implications of the QM limit because the QM 
probability amplitude is obtained in the temporally continuous limit of our discrete Z, e.g.,  
Qn  qi(t) 6. The resulting spatially discrete distribution of interacting sources Ji(t) illustrates a 
key aspect of RBW ontology, i.e., interaction without mediation—there is an interaction of 
sources without mediating waves or particles traveling through “intervening space.” The 
spatiotemporally discrete formalism also illustrates nicely how QM tacitly assumes an a priori 
process of trans-temporal identification, Jn  Ji(t). As stated previously, there is no principle 
which dictates the construct of diachronic entities fundamental to the formalism of dynamics in 
general. When Albrecht and Iglesias (2008) allowed time to be an “internal variable” after 
quantization, as in the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, they found “there is no one set of laws, but a 
whole library of different cosmic law books” (Siegfried, 2008). They called this the “clock 
ambiguity.” In order to circumvent this “arbitrariness in the predictions of the theory” they 
proposed that “the principle behind the regularities that govern the interaction of entities is … the 
idea that individual entities exist at all” (Siegfried, 2008). Albrecht and Iglesias (2008) 
characterize this as “the central role of quasiseparability.” Similarly, it is apparent that our 
approach requires a fundamental principle whence the trans-temporal identity employed tacitly in 
QM and all dynamical theories. Our graphical starting point does not contain 
dynamical/diachronic entities, space or time as such, so we must formalize counterparts to these 
concepts. Clearly, the process Jn  Ji(t) is an organization of the set Jn on two levels—there is the 
split of the set into subsets, one for each “source,” and there is the ordering t over each subset. 
The split represents pregeometric space, the ordering represents pregeometric time and the result 
is pregeometric objecthood7. Thus, the manner in which space, time and ‘things’ are inextricably 
linked is explicated in a necessary fashion by this formalism. But how? 

By considering coupled harmonic oscillators on a simple discrete graph (quantum theory 
is known to be “rooted in this harmonic paradigm” (Zee, 2003)), we found that +∂∂ 11  , where 1∂  
is a boundary operator on the graph satisfying ∂1∂2 = 0 as required for “boundary of a boundary is 

zero,” has the same form as A
rr

in Eq. (1) for the coupled harmonic oscillators represented on the 

graph. Therefore, we proposed +∂∂∝ 11A
rr

 a la Wise (2006). We then showed that er1∂ , where ei 
are the links of our graph, provides a means of understanding vertices in terms of links. Since we 
ultimately want sources defined relationally, we proposed eJ rv

1∂∝ . Finally, since ev rr
111 ∂=∂∂ +  , 

where vi are the vertices of our graph, we have JvA
vrvv

∝ for our candidate self-consistency 
criterion that must be satisfied in order to obtain Σ. 

Our SCC eliminates Finkelstein’s concern of “The one-way coupling that enters now … 

between field and space-time” (Finkelstein, 2001), since the field (represented by A
rr

) is no longer 

                                                 
6 Allowing sources to be distributed continuously in space, rather than discretely, requires qi(t)  φ(x,t), 
i.e., QFT, as mentioned previously. 
7 That time is discrete at the most fundamental level and all theories of physics start with Δt  0 is in  
accord with Finkelstein’s “chronon” (Finkelstein, 2001). 
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distinct from spacetime. This is RaumZeitMaterie per RBW. In summary: SCC ( JvA
vrvv

∝ )  

actional ( JA
vvv

+=Σ
2
1

)  symmetry amplitude (Z)  relative probability for a particular spatio-

temporal configuration over all possible configurations and outcomes of interest. 
 

CONCLUSION: RBW, QUANTUM GRAVITY AND THE PROBLEMS OF TIME 
We believe that GR (a fortiori, QM and QFT) does not go far enough in relating space, time and 
matter. We suggested a pregeometric formalism motivated by, and inextricably linked to, our 
interpretation of QM that paints a picture of RaumZeitMaterie beyond that of GR. The first step 
from the fundamental pregeometric realm to any branch of physics is Δt  0, which is consistent 
with Smolin’s prediction that “the key” to unification would be “the nature of time.” In order to 
generate a discrete action at the basis of physics, we proposed a self-consistency criterion (SCC) 
in the context of discrete graph theory a la Wise (2006); the SCC is our counterpart to 
“quasiseparability” per Albrecht and Iglesias (2008). To do this, we used graph theory and 

identified the invariant core, JA
vvv

+=Σ
2
1

, of the discrete action. We then constructed A
rr

 of Σ 

consistent with its counterpart for coupled harmonic oscillators on the graph, i.e., +∂∂∝ 11A
rr

. 
Defining the discrete source J

v
 relationally via links of the graph, i.e., eJ rv

1∂∝ , then resulted 

in JvA
vrvv

∝ for an SCC fundamental to the discrete action. As predicted by Toffoli (2003), our 
basis for the action (SCC  Σ) results from a mathematical tautology, viz., the topological 
maxim “the boundary of a boundary is zero,” which already guarantees the consistency of fields 
and divergence-free sources in other physical theories. So, what does this mean for the nature of 
time? 
 Smolin has argued that when it comes to explaining sub-systems of the universe an 
absolute division between dynamical laws and initial conditions is fine, but when it comes to 
explaining the universe as a whole, such a division lands us in intractable problems; namely, to 
uniquely explain why the fundamental laws, initial conditions (big bang), values of constants, 
etc., are necessitated. In his diagnosis, this is one of the main reasons for the failures of string 
theory and the rearguard action motivating the multiverse. He notes that as long as we accept the 
BW model or the radical timelessness of Wheeler-Dewitt, essentially frozen worlds, we have no 
recourse other than the multiverse to escape our quandary.   

The problems facing this “Parmenidean project of unification” as he calls it, led Smolin8 
to seek a radically “Heraclitean” solution wherein change and becoming are fundamental such 
that fundamental dynamical laws, the values of constants that figure in those laws and 
configuration space itself evolve in time. [Notice however that Smolin’s evolving universe is 
simply a time-like version of the multiverse, functionally speaking.] As he sees it, if we take 
seriously that the universe as a whole must be explained as the ultimate system in a complete 
cosmology or Theory of Everything, and if we assume the standard dichotomy between 
initial/boundary conditions and eternal, universal dynamical laws, and if we assume that time is 
either an illusion (Wheeler-Dewitt) or emergent (string theory), then we are left with the 
impossible task of explaining why the fundamental facts couldn’t have been otherwise.   

RBW holds out the promise of unification that treads a middle path between the 
timelessness of Barbour and the fundamentality of time in Smolin because RBW rejects the 
axioms upon which Smolin’s worries rest. Let us recap the situation. First, RBW adopts a 
Humean BW view about laws rather than the Platonic necessitarian view (laws as eternal, 
exceptionless and self-existent) presupposed by Smolin, this largely deflates the hardcore 
                                                 
8 See (http://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/Events/Evolving_Laws/Agenda/). 
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dichotomy between laws and initial conditions. Second, the BW is not the sort of thing that comes 
into and goes out of existence, therefore the big bang demands no dynamical explanation and is 
ultimately no more special than any other point in spacetime. Rather, the conceptual foundation 
of our dynamical reality isn’t a so-called “initial singularity,” but the adynamical SCC upon 
which all dynamic theories reside. Third, ours is a relational BW and therefore we reject 
Smolin’s assumption that a Theory of Everything must adopt a God’s eye point of view and 
explain the universe as a dynamical system in its entirety. After all, this is precisely the sort of 
thinking that leads to the problem of time in Wheeler-Dewitt. There are no perspectives “external 
to the universe,” so the very idea of the wave function of the universe is a non-sequitur on our 
view. Therefore, RBW does not negate change and becoming, it merely internalizes and 
relativizes them. Fourth, the SCC characterizing RaumZeitMaterie at the bottom of RBW is not a 
dynamical law or initial condition, but it is responsible for the discrete action. Therefore, if 
higher-level physical theories are truly recovered from the discrete action, then there is nothing 
left to explain at bottom, regardless what phenomena one counts as initial/boundary conditions 
versus laws. We further speculate that the values of the constants are determined via the SCC as a 
set. Indeed, it may turn out it is sufficient that they be self-consistent a la the SCC rather than 
uniquely fixed. [This will be determined by rendering equalities from proportionalities in the 
formalism supra.] Fifth, if our approach is correct, Lorentz invariance (LI) must just be a limiting 
case of the RaumZeitMaterie invariance afforded by the SCC. In that case, contra Smolin, LI is 
effectively fundamental. 

Sixth, in general, no formal or conceptual tensions remain between GR and quantum 
physics as unified by RBW; it’s a background independent quantum theory of “spacetimematter” 
wherein the fundamental theory is universally relational, (formally) deterministic, local and non-
separable. The approximate continuum of GR and the discrete nature of quantum physics both 
emerge in their respective limits from the fundamentally discrete theory9. RBW leans towards the 
time of GR, since we treat time dynamically per the SCC a la Einstein’s equations—time is not 
an independent variable at bottom. However, the theory is distinctly quantum in its production of 
symmetry amplitudes whence probability distributions. As for the lack of absolute becoming in a 
BW, as mentioned above, dynamical becoming emerges from SCC  Σ  Z  since: (1) there is 
no external view of a relational blockworld, so time only has meaning internally and (2) the 
internal notion of time arising in the stationary phase limit is precisely that of dynamism.  

Thus, RBW resonates strongly with Smolin’s belief that what “we are all missing” in the 
search for unification “involves two things: the foundations of quantum mechanics and the nature 
of time” (Smolin, 2006).  
 

                                                 
9 The QG regime in RBW is not characterized by large mass-energy densities (dense relations) as 
commonly assumed, but by a mix of dense and rarefied relations. In the context of a fundamentally discrete 
theory of RaumZeitMaterie, so-called “physical” singularities associated with the centers of black holes 
and the big bang are understood to result from approximations made in the limits of temporal and spatial 
continuity, viz., a large but denumerable number of elements are rendered indenumberable to obtain 
worldlines in the limit of temporal continuity and small but non-zero spatial separations between worldlines 
render zero spatial volume in the limit of spatial continuity. Since these approximations are introduced for 
computational purposes, the resulting singularities are best described as mathematical not physical. Indeed, 
one sees immediately that the limit of spatial volume  zero does not produce infinities in the graphical 
approach; instead, one simply loses the multiplicity (of worldlines) afforded by spatiality.  Thus, the current 
‘faux’ QG regime poses no conceptual challenge for our formalism—indeed it does not even constitute a 
new regime. 
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